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Abstract: This article presents a reliability model for knock sensors using a life stress relationship and numerical approach. 
Nowadays, modern and reliable products capable of having a long-lasting life, have caused a need for models capable of 
predicting the life of the product using Accelerated Life Testing.  In this paper we investigate Arrhenius Life-Stress 
relationship using numerical approach on the study of Accelerated Life Testing (ALT) for automotive sensors. We apply this 
method to the analysis of newly designed automotive components using temperature accelerating variable, in which some 
observations in the data are censored. Accelerated Life Test is achieved with constant stress level and resulting failure times 
are assumed to be from a Weibull distribution. Finally, estimation of reliability is presented using the estimated reliability 
function. The analysis of the data resulting from Accelerated life testing (ALT) is made for the posterior estimation of 
parameters and the prediction of the reliability function.  
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1. Introduction 
 
A knock sensor is important to a car's fuel efficiency. It helps the car balance its timing and fuel-to-air mix, which 

optimizes the amount of power to the engine. A knock sensor is within the engine and detects the sharp noise made by a 
gasoline engine when its fuel-air mixture is being ignited in one or more cylinders prematurely. So, if the knock sensor senses 
the distinctive sounds of pre-ignition, it tells the Engine Control Module (ECM) to retard the spark timing, or lean out the 
fuel air mixture. The knock sensor works like a microphone which listens for a ‘knock’ also known as pre-ignition. Pre-
ignition is the condition inside the engine where the fuel begins to burn before it’s supposed to and it can easily destroy the 
internals of an engine. Before the days of computers and knock sensors they tended to be fairly conservative with the tuning 
so this situation were not likely to occur; however this does not yield very efficient MPGs and/or emissions. When the 
computer senses the knock is happening, it can make small adjustments to stop it from happening and still keep optimum 
performance. With the sensor not working the computer is likely playing it safe and has the engine de tuned. The focus of the 
paper is a comparison with the methodology used for the statistical inference of an application and modification of the Cox’s 
proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972) by adding some error to the usual Cox’s model. We use this modified Cox’s model 
to estimate the reliability of the knock sensor. This was made by Rodriguez and Sha (2007). It will be developed a similar 
analysis but using classical Life Stress relationship using different method of estimation. In particular numerical methods 
using linear approach is made. For more details see Lawless (1982). 

An accelerated life test was performed in order to characterize such sensors. Given that the sensors are inside of the 
engine their nominal temperature is 120 Celsius. Observed failure and censored times of three sets of 25 sensors are tested 
and recorded at 150, 170, and 190 degrees with no replacement. The times of failures are shown on Table 1; temperatures 
with censored values correspond to a 1 and a 0 corresponds to an observed failure. The data follows a Weibull distribution 




